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Abstract 
Subspace based direction-of-arr~val (DOA) estimation algorithms such as MUSIC, 
ESPRIT, and Minimum-Norm method yleld hlgh resolut~on and asymptotically exact 
DOA's The performance of these algorithms, however, degrades when the implnglng 
sources are correlated Spatial smoothmg has been proposed as a preprocessmg tech- 
nique for uniform h e a r  arrays to combat the 111 effects of correlatlon Several authors 
have studled the performance of the subspace based DOA estimation algorithms wlth 
spatral smoothing in the presence of correlated sources and finlte data for uniform linear 
arrays In t h ~ s  theas, an attempt is made to bring out two effects of the smoothing, I)  re- 
ductlon of effective correlatlon among the lmpingmg signals and n) reduction of the nolse 
perturbations due to finite data For the case of a two-source scenario with wldely spaced 
sources, slmpllfied expressions for improvement with smoothing are obtaned wh~ch pro- 
vide more insight Into the impact of smoothmg A pessirmstic estlmate of the minimum 
value of the source correlatlon beyond which the smoothing is beneficla1 is b~ought out 
by these expressions 
Spatial smoothing techniques can only be appked to uniform linear arrays Fur- 
thermore, the rootlng techniques whlch are shown to yleld better resoIution and accuracy 
are applicable to urnform linear arrays only However, m most of the real world appli- 
cations, the array sue and shape are often not determmed based on the requirements of 
the direction ibdlng system, but they are determined based on ather the size and shape 
of the platform on which the array IS to be mounted or other structures and mecham- 
cal limitations of the platform For example, the array may have to be mounted In the 
nose or near the wrngs of the arcraft The array geometry resulting from such physical 
canstrants WIU not have a un~form h e a r  m a y  configuration It is, therefore, desirable 
to develop techniques whlch extend the preprocessing and rooting methods, whlch were 
first proposed for unlform h e a r  arrays, to the arrays of other geometry 
Interpolated array approach is a method for extending the rootini techniques and 
preprocessing schemes to arbltrary arrays This method lnvolves developing a transfor- 
mation which matches the manifold of the arbltrary array to that of a chosen uniform 
h e a r  array (ULA), which we refer to as the vlrtual ULA, wlthin the field of view of the 
array If lt 1s not posslble to match the manifolds over the entire field of view, it can 
be divided mto smaller sectors and dlfferent transformations can be chosen for dlfferent 
sectors The output of the arbitrary array, when passed through these transformations, 
resembles the output from the virtual ULA's It 1s now possible to apply rooting and 
smoothing techniques to the transformed data As it is not possible to exactly match the 
manifolds of the arbitrary array and the virtual ULA over the entire chosen sector, there 
exlsts some interpolation error In this thesis, we analyse the performance of the Root- 
MUSIC with spatlal smoothlng for the interpolated arrays m the presence of correlated 
sources, fiute data perturbatlons and interpolation errors An attempt 1s made to bring 
out the differential impact of smoothing on finite data perturbations and interpolation 
errors 
Urnform circular arrays (UCA's) are commonly employed when 360° coverage is 
requlred rn the plane of the array For the UCA, certitln structure exlsts In its steering 
vector Combinmg this structure wlth the phase mode excltat~on concept, one can arrive 
at the transformation required for extending the rootrng techniques and preprocessing 
schemes to the circular arrays In this thesu, we extend and analyse the spatial smoothing 
for uniform circular arrays In particular, we study the performance of the Root-MUSIC 
# 
w ~ t h  smoothing in the presence of correlated sources, fimte data perturbatlons and errors 
in the transformed steering vector that arise due to some approximations made to enable 
the extension of the bot-MUSIC and smoothlng to UCA Express~ons are derlved for the 
asymptotic performance of the Root-MUSIC wlth smoothing applled to the transformed 
UCA data An attempt is $so made to bnng out the rmpact of both the forward and 
forward-backward srnoothing krther,  we considered UCA's wlth isotropic as well as 
directional sensors in our study 
